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Reviewer's report:

This is a well conducted study with adequate analysis of the data recorded by appropriate measures.

1. No major or minor comments.
2. Discretionary revisions:
   a. Material and methods: Criteria for inclusion into the study deserve clarity. 208 Rome II defined patients confirmed by clinical diagnosis were invited to participate. It should be clear that the remaining of 733 assessed patients were or not IBS patients based on Rome II criteria. If so do the demographics of these patients differ from the study group and why were they not invited to participate?
   b. Discussion: Since a control group with non IBS related chronic health conditions was not assessed, the discussion should expand more, based on available literature, on comparison with such groups. Although it is clear that this cohort of general practice IBS patients drives more cost from comorbidity than from IBS itself, this may not be unique to this chronic condition since illness behaviour is also a feature of several health conditions.
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